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SUMMARY

2

Introduction: Many definitions exist to define cut of pass marks and Angoff
was found to be more valid and credible than fixed or arbitrary methods.

INTRODUCTION

Objective: The objective of this study to explore the opportunity of application
of original Angoff type of standard setting in integrated curriculum and
to compare student performance in Angoff standard setting with Normreference and arbitrary methods.

In view of the importance of assessment, which is considered as
the corner stone of learning, it must be determined according
to sounded, scientific, credible reliable and valid method. The
decision of pass and failure is an important issue in education
in general and medical education at large [1]. Many authors
share many definitions for standard settings such as a clear
cut distinction between failure/pass [2-4], a demarcation
between acceptable and non-acceptable knowledge and skills
[5], what is the optimum performance needed [2] a minimum
acceptable level to make student to pass the exam [6] and finally
determination of cut of score [7]. Many ways are exciting for
determination of standard setting, however the most famous
ones are the criterion (i.e. absolute) or the norm reverenced ( i.e.
relative), where the process functioned regardless of the exam
result in the absolute in contrast to the relative where exam
result is needed [2-5,8-10]. If the objective of the test to make
students ranking, then Norm-referenced methods (relative)
will do the job, where proper judgment on assessment of the
performance will necessary needs criterion-referenced methods
[4,8]. The main feature of criterion-referenced methods such
as Angoff can allows most of the students to pass or fail the
test, because it is interested on desirable level of competencies
needed, while the Norm-referenced methods used when fixed
numbers of students needed to pass the test [2,11]. In fact, no
consensus upon which is the best method of standard setting,
all of them have their own cons and prons, but should all avoid
arbitrary judgment [5,9]. The most commonly used methods of
standard setting in medical education are the Angoff methods
in its original or modified form. Angoff is the process through
which each subject expert can judge the minimally competent
students who can answer each questions, then to make a sum
of all the questions, then the average for all the subject expert is
taken. The Angoff is a good practical example of the criterionreferenced methods, needs subject experts to estimate the

Methods: Cross sectional prospective experimental study performed for six
courses in an innovative integrated curriculum
Results: in most of the courses significant differences observed between
Angoff, fixed and arbitrary methods.
Conclusion: Angoff method for standard setting is a reliable method and
could be implemented in an integrated curriculum.
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minimally competent examinee to answer a question properly
(original Angoff), by taking probability from 0-1, or to use the
modified Angoff by taking one of 8 options (0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6,
0.75, 0.90, 0.95, ‘do not know’) [3-4,10-13] The main aim of
this study to explore the opportunity of application of original
Angoff type of standard setting in integrated curriculum and to
compare student performance in Angoff standard setting with
Norm-reference and arbitrary methods. The research questions;
is Angoff standard setting fair enough to judge on students'
performance in integrated curriculum, than other methods?

Calculation of pass score

METHODS

RESULTS

Cross sectional prospective study conducted for six courses in
different levels in College of Medicine University of Bisha, (CM/
UB). (CM/UB) founded four years ago, adopting innovative
integrated curriculum depending on collaborative learning such
as Problem based, Team based learning and seminar. Assessment
through Multiple choice Questions, OSCE, OSPE, Structured
short answer question. The assessment of the students in the
college depends on arbitrary method requiring at least 60% for
pass rate.

For course 1(62.7%), (88.4%) and (62.8%) of the students pass
the exam according to Arbitrary equal or>60, Fixed (Normreference mean- 1 SD) and Angoff methods respectively with
significant p value (p=0.010). For course 2(20%), (84.4%) and
(28.9% of the students pass the exam according to Arbitrary
equal or >60, Fixed (Norm-reference mean- 1 SD) and Angoff
methods respectively with significant p value (p=0.00). For
course 3(65.1%), (79.1%) and (79.1%) of the students pass the
exam according to Arbitrary equal or >60, Fixed (Norm-reference
mean- 1 SD) and Angoff methods respectively within significant
p value (p=0.231).For course 4(55.1%), (81.6 %and (55.1%)
of the students pass the exam according to Arbitrary equal or
>60, Fixed (Norm-reference mean- 1 SD) and Angoff methods
respectively with more or less significant p value (p=0.007). For
course 5(70% (70%) and (62.8%) of the students pass the exam
according to Arbitrary equal or >60, Fixed (Norm-reference
mean- 1 SD) and Angoff methods respectively with insignificant
p value (p=0.356).For course 6(56.2%), (85.4%) and (89.6%)
of the students pass the exam according to Arbitrary equal or
>60, Fixed (Norm-reference mean- 1 Sd) and Angoff methods
respectively with significant p value (p=0.001). (Table 1, Figure
1). Only 54.85% of the students can pass the exams according
to Arbitrary equal or>60, 76.63% of the students can pass the
exam when Fixed (Norm-reference mean- 1 SD) is used, while
63.05 of the students can pass the exam when Angoff methods
is applied, p value 0.02 value (Table 2).

The standard setting had been also used beside the arbitrary
method, to explore the opportunity of application of original
Angoff in integrated curriculum, to achieve this raters gathered
before the conduction of the exams for six courses. The raters
had been reminded about the process of Angoff by experts,
then they look at the exam MCQs and pass through it to
judge on to which extent a minimally competent student can
answer each question with possibility from zero to one, then
taking the average. A second round of discussion among the
raters was held to see the discrepancies between raters and again
chances given to individual raters to modify their evaluation.
Process for Angoff standard setting went smooth without any
difficulties among the raters and no much discrepancy among
their judgments. Meanwhile the fixed method was calculated
by mean of the results of students in each course minus one
standard deviation [5] and the arbitrary pass mark is that
decided by many intuitions as percentage like 50%, 60% and
etc. (CM/UB) considered 60% or more as pass mark. The p
value was calculated.

Tab. 1. Percentages of students
who pass the exam according to
different standard settings

Tab. 2. Comparison between
performances on different
standard settings
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The data were analysed using SPSS version 23.0 by a statistician.
The pass score was set at mean minus 1 SD.

Ethical considerations
Permission to conduct this study was granted by the Research
and Ethics Committee, college of Medicine, University of Bisha
(Ref No: UBCOM/H-06-BH-087 (04/18), Thursday, April
16th, 2020.
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Arbitrary equal or>60

Fixed (Norm-reference mean- 1 SD)

Angoff methods

p value

1

62.7

88.4

62.8

0.01

2

20

84.4

28.9

0

3

65.1

79.1

79.1

0.23

4

55.1

81.6

55.1

0.07

5

70

70

62.8

0. 35

6

56.2

85.4

89.6

0.001

Type of standard setting
Arbitrary equal or>60
Fixed (Norm-reference mean- 1 SD)
Angoff methods

Percentage of students who pass the exam
54.85
76.63
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P value
0.02
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Fig. 1. Percentage of students who can pass across different standard settings

DISCUSSION
Apparently three out of six courses showed significant differences
between Angoff standard setting in comparison to arbitrary and
fixed methods with p value 0.010, 0.00 and 0.001 for course
1,2 and course 6 respectively, while course 4 showed more or
less significant difference between Angoff standard setting in
comparison to arbitrary and fixed methods with p value 0.07.
Course 3,5 has no significant association with Angoff standard
setting in comparison to arbitrary and fixed methods with p
value 0.231, 0.356 respectively.

through Angoff methods, made it more significant because they
well aware of the level of their students.
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